
Life During War Time 

By: Keith Reddin 

 

Howard: 

 

Okay.  Barry and me after school, we’re driving around.  We’re driving on the 

Parkway and we’re in the left lane and Barry’s going fast, maybe a little too fast.  I 

say Barry slow down, but he’s trying to pass this car in the passing lane and it 

doesn’t move over so Barry puts on his lights, he’s flashing his lights at the guy to 

pull over so we can pass and I go Barry, take it easy, but now like Barry is pissed, 

we are tooling along and this other car pulls alongside us and there’s some guys in 

there and they are very ticked off  so we take off dueling back and forth like who 

can get in front of the other and Barry goes mental and tries to push this car onto the 

shoulder and then he sort of bumps the car, well he crashes into the side of it, and 

we both pull over and Barry is incensed but I tell Barry I want to just the hell out of 

here and we get out and the guys from the other car get out four of them and two of 

us, and this one guy the driver goes up to Barry and puts his face close up to Barry’s 

face and says you screwed with the wrong person today and these guys pushed 

Barry and me up against their car and from out of their trunk they take this wire and 

they tie our hands behind our backs and they hit Barry in the back of the head and 

they put us in the trunk and say we’re going for a ride jackass and they drive us for 

about half an hour and then I hear this gravel crunching and we stopped and they 

opened the trunk and these four guys push out into the woods and Barry’s pissed in 

his pants and I’m thinking we’re dead you know, so this guy with the funny teeth he 

pulls out a gun and puts it to Barry’s head and tells him hey you scraped the side of 

our car what are you going to do about it and Barry and me we don’t say nothing 

and these other guys say if we don’t want to die we have to eat dirt and so we do, 

we eat dirt and these other guys get real quiet and watch us eat dirt and then they 

piss on Barry and they push this gun to Barry’s face and then they smoke some 

cigarettes and don’t talk then they get in their car and drive off.  And after a while 

we get up and start walking down the road and look for a cop car but we couldn’t 

find one so we hitching and we get a ride and we walk a ways to Barry’s car with 

this huge damage done to the side and he drives back to here and tells me not say 

anything about this ever, but it’s just too incredible you know, so I’ll be in my room 

till dinner. 
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